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“Please be seated in the main cabin or stay in your private quarters until we have docked. We will 

arrive at Harlow Station space ship port in one hour,” came the jovial Virtual Voice over the intercom 
system. It sounded different from the usual placid female voice that was nearly used everywhere. The 
game show host sound was so slick I could almost see “his” perfect, pearly whites. Even Jonah had 
started making fun of the Virtual Voice’s inflection and tone the third day into the trip.

They really should change that voice.
“Can we visit Harlow Water Park, daddy? Please?” asked Mary from her bedroom intercom 

device.
“Yeah, dad. Can we?” Jonah came into the living room just after the Virtual Voice finished the 

announcement.
“Mary, where are your manners? If you are going to make requests you need to come outside and 

talk to dad face to face, please. Now kids, remember what we discussed,” chided Pam. “If we’re going 
to Harlowe Station Water Park then that means on the first day we arrive at Vepaja we’ll be staying 
inside.”

“But-” began Jonah. Mary came pattering to the living room.
“No buts! Listen to your mom. Besides, the water park here is huge and it takes at least two days 

to explore. Our ship will only be docked at the Harlow port station for six hours.”
“Aww!” they both whined. But that was pretty much the end of the discussion.
Harlow Station was located between an Earth and Venus pathway. Small, gilded, well-to-do, it was

mostly an insular gated community of wealthy retirees. It was well kept, full of well-heeled folks – and 
boring as all get out. 

My own dad would come here to visit my grandparents when I was little and that was before 
they’d built the water park. There was absolutely nothing to do at Harlow Station back then if you were
a kid. Back then, middle class folks were allowed to live there too. My dad’s folks fit within that range 
by the time my grandfather had retired as an old cruise spaceship captain. Years later the middle class 
had been priced out of the station. Now only rich folks could afford to live here.

The only attraction worth seeing was the water park and it was simply a massive park full of 
water-based rides with slight variations from one another and a few concession stands dotted here and 
there. A movie theater pool was added recently, a place the retirees could take the visiting grand kids, if
they cared to. 

As you can see, I have issues with the place and I wasn’t in any hurry to get off the ship.
Speaking of the cruise ship, we were riding aboard the Silver Goddess, the flagship of the Star 

Goddess shipping line, the only space ship line that carried civilian passengers to the planet Venus, and 
we were making our way comfortably to the famed and beautiful first city on Venus: Vepaja. 

I had rented a large, luxury suite with a living room, dining room, kitchenette and three bedrooms.
Jonah gazed longingly out the viewport of the living room, watching hundreds of kids with their 
parents de-board the ship and enter the station under a vast starry sky. 

“Remember son, we’re going hunting when we get there. Perhaps we’ll catch something,” I said, 
smiling. 

“Well, I’m not going to die or anything. It just would have been nice, is all. But I’m sure Vepaja 
will be a lot more fun.” He settled down by the main family console to play Tetris again. That’s the 
spirit, son! I was definitely going to make up for everything once we arrived. Mary still whined over 
the disappointment.



“Come sweetie. Help me with deciding on what we’ll eat for dinner.” Pam was great at redirecting
the kids. “Oh, honey, are we’re going to eat in or are we dining at the ship’s buffet hall tonight?”

“I think we’ll eat in tonight,” I said.
“Okay.”
“I want pizza, mommy!” Mary pouted.
“I want pizza too,” said Jonah not turning around from the game. Several stacks of blocks were 

raining down on the screen and Jonah expertly arranged and moved them to where they might fit best 
before they reached the piles of blocks on the slowly rising wall or touched the ground. There was a 
sound at the treat dispenser. One of the ship’s labor mechs was making its way down the hall outside 
refilling the treat dispensers on our floor. 

“Oh!” Jonah paused the game and jumped up and heading straight for the popcorn dispenser 
machine for another huge bowl of rainbow popcorn. That was about the only thing that could break his 
concentration on a good game of Tetris.

“Jonah! Just a small bowl of rainbow popcorn now. I don’t want you to ruin your appetite for 
dinner,” Pam warned.

“I won’t!” 
Having finished combing over the copious notes Robin sent me about Vartan’s future plans for U-

net I sat back and watched my family, feeling contented. I was thoroughly enjoying the trip so far. The 
Star Goddess ships were the fastest civilian space shipping line in the solar system. It cut down the 
traveling time to Venus from a usual three months to just under one.

 The ship itself was a luxury vacation. Plenty of spacious suites and roomy outside cabins. There 
were two ballrooms, a large library, a theater, a holo-deck house, family style restaurants and fine 
dining restaurants, several gyms and an indoor golf course.

We had a jacuzzi in our room and our luxury suite came with room service. The Silver Goddess 
was not a beauty in exterior design; it looked like a huge sea tortoise and was large enough to carry 
three thousand people. It looked more like the Silver Turtle. It was built to withstand the harsh, 
powerful pressures of Venus’s atmosphere. Venus now had a special, cutting edge bio-dome, equipped 
with technology built in to regulate the intense pressures there so that humans traveling to or living 
there would live in an earth-like, pressurized environment. But even so, the ships there looked different
and were built with this fact in mind. They had to be when going to and from space and entering inside 
the bio-dome of the cloudy planet. General climate temperature and atmospheric changes were also set 
and regulated on the planet by this system. 

I hear that even inside the bio-dome, Venus’s climate is slightly warmer than the climate of the 
Caribbean.

“So what else should go along with that pizza? We need to eat some vegetables, you know,”  said 
Pam. Mary made a face.

“A kale, dikon radish, cucumber and orange salad would be nice, Pam.” Pam smiled and made a 
note on her data pad with Marybear looking on worriedly.

“I wouldn’t mind having another jalapeno sunset again,” I shifted in my love seat, glancing 
sidelong at my wife, who gave me a mildly disapproving look, “but I don’t want to over-do it.” I flexed
my bionic arm and began going through the physical therapy exercises for the day. Jonah came over, 
bringing my medicine bag with the needles and medications. He set the bowl of colorful popcorn aside 
on a table. He was fascinated with my new arm and also seemed concerned about the healing process, 
which touched me.

The arm had healed fine. So far, my body wasn’t rejecting it. I went through my exercises again. 
These days it wasn’t painful. Jonah poked at the skin gingerly. I still marveled at it sometimes. It 
looked exactly and nearly felt like my other arm except there were no hair follicles. The skin was 
smooth and fresh looking and I was noticing the strength in it was far stronger than in my other arm. 
The funny thing about it was that sometimes at night I could feel my other lost arm, the ghost arm, 



tingling. It would hurt at times and felt as if there were no limb there until I lifted it up just to be sure 
the bionic arm was really there. These sensations usually came when I had certain kinds of dreams.

“I wish I had a bionic arm, dad. So cool.”
“I don’t know, son. It’s cool what technology and medicine can do for you but it’s usually better to

have your own God-given body parts. Be glad yours are still intact. When my real arm got chopped off 
the pain was something I’d never experienced before. Not ever. I still have a hard time verbalizing what
that pain felt like. It was like a thousand, million knives stabbing and ripping at me all at once. Even 
that description pales in comparison to what I felt.”

“That sounds like a close explanation, dad. But at least now when someone tries to hurt you, you 
can smash them a good one!” said Jonah hopefully. I smiled.

“You’re probably right about that.” I could think of a few dodgy folks out there that needed a good
face smashing. But anyway. . .

 With Les Baxter’s Space Escapade album playing in the background and Pam and Mary 
preparing the dining room table for dinner, I settled down with Jonah to play classic Tetris. And 
received another sound beating by him again.

“Dad, don’t break the remote again!” admonished Jonah. I’d gone through two already, not quite 
understanding my own strength with the bionic arm. The door chime rang.

“Come in!” I called. The doors opened and in walked a prim, newly polished courtesy mech 
carrying a large silver tray with a large pepperoni pizza, a salad and a two-liter bottle of dry soda and a 
carafe of cucumber water.

“Please set it on the dining room table there,” directed Pam. The mech dutifully obeyed.
“Yes, madam.” It then turned toward me.
“Will you and your family be leaving on excursion to Harlowe Station, Mr. Astor?”
“No. We’ll be staying here.”
“Very good, sir. I should inform you that drinks at the Buddha Bar are half price until 

disembarkation for Vepaja. The jalapeno sunset is seventy-five percent off regular price until 
tomorrow.” I perked up.

“Really?” Pam raised an eyebrow. “How did you know my husband likes jalapeno sunsets?”
“We received an online room service request to notify Robert Astor when the prices of alcoholic 

beverages are at happy hour prices or whenever one of the bars on the ship puts them on sale,” it said 
pleasantly. “Oh yes, and they have a fine selection of scotch to choose from at half price as well. I did 
not want to forget to add that.” Pam frowned at me, shaking her head.

“But they have a fine selection of scotches there!” I must have sounded like one of her own kids 
whining at her. She got out the silverware and checked for spots before setting them on the table, 
shooting me another disapproving glance.

“Come with me,” I coaxed. She shook her head.
“I’m on a green cleanse for this month. No thanks, honey.”
“Aw come on, Pam!”
“Let’s eat dinner and we’ll go for a walk on the garden promenade of the ship,” she said. I 

pretended to sulk. Okay, maybe it wasn’t really pretending.
“Can we stay here?” asked Mary. She’d run to her bedroom and grabbed her teddy bear. 
“No. You guys are coming with us. This is a vacation.  A luxury vacation that your father’s boss is 

paying for. Let’s enjoy it to the fullest instead of sitting glued to holo-screens in the suite all day.” And 
that ended the discussion. 

We sat down to eat. Yeah, I’d say the huge time out with the news and entertainment feeds Pam 
and I had decided on was an excellent idea for the kids. And for us. They were allowed to play some 
classic games here and there. I just didn’t understand why she suddenly wouldn’t have a drink with me 
anymore and took up this sudden matronly, moral police attitude whenever I wanted to have one. I 



looked over at my comlink device and saw a green light beeping. There was a message. I decided that 
I’d get to it later. 

As the ship’s Virtual Voice system sounded out the last port of call I saw through the wide dining 
room windows the glass and steel glistening structure of the water park in the distance. It looked like a 
small city in and of itself. A pretty but rather dull one, I mused. I was glad to leave it in the distance.

Pam had her data pad by her plate.
“Now Pam, after you were scolding the kids-”
“This is different, Bob,” she said gently. “I’m looking over the itinerary.”
“Let me see it. Let’s do some final planning on what we all want to see once we arrive.” She 

handed it to me. 
“Oh! I don’t want to forget! I want to visit Crake Shopping Mall.” She looked positively radiant at

the mention of the famed mall. Mary beamed as well.
“Okay. Sure,” I said. I never understood a woman’s fascination with shopping for clothes, skin 

care stuff or whatever. Or home décor. Pam loved skin care. Spent a small fortune on it. Looking at her,
it paid off, but still. They all came in overly fanciful packaging and half of them smelled like lavender. 
Or roses. And if you’ve seen one gleaming, vast shopping center you’ve seen them all. But if it made 
her happy I wasn’t going to spoil her fun.

“And how about the Pyramid of Dreams, guys? I hear that’s supposed to be one of the highlight of
everyone’s trip once they get there.” Both of my kids shouted a resounding “yes” at this. 

The Pyramid was an astounding one thousand foot structure, covered in gold and bronze facade 
bricks. Inside was a mixture of ancient Egyptian style fused with Art Nouveau. It was a luxury hotel 
with a casino, holo-theaters, vintage film theaters, several Egyptian artifact museums, an interactive 
aviator museum, holo-deck complex, an indoor desert flower and plant garden and a zoo. One could 
stay there for the entire trip and simply get lost, it was said. I would have booked rooms inside the 
Pyramid’s main complex or at least its surrounding satellite lodges on the grounds but all the rooms 
were sold out! None were available until next year! But we got some very nice accommodations at the 
Queen Of The Night Hotel. 

Again, we went over what we wanted to do and see each day. We’d be there for two and a half 
weeks. After dinner Pam prepared the kids to walk the ship promenade. I looked over my messages 
again. There was a message from Robin. The new U-net headquarters was up and running and 
everyone that was officially part of the little group were on their way, including Diamond. 

Robin needed me to call back for an important conference. Pam gave me a curious but knowing 
look.

“I’ll take the kids out, honey,” she offered. Pam was no longer angry with these interruptions, of 
which I was thankful. But no matter what, I was still going to spend time with my family. These things 
just had to be integrated in, is all.

“Thanks, honey. I’ll catch up with you soon. I won’t be long.” Pam and the kids were out the door 
and I finally contacted Robin. A surprising voice that I nearly didn’t recognize came on the line instead.
It wasn’t Robin’s. The hologram image jumped alive and the figure before me was sleek, dark and 
imposing. Looked like he’d had an upgrade. It was Magnum. The mech’s hard, bright cybernetic blue 
eyes seemed to bore holes into my face as he stared. The Virtual Voice came in before he spoke.

“This call is coming from the private secured channel of Magnum 9.0.1. Will you accept this 
call?”

“I will.”
“You may begin communications.”
“Greetings, Mr. Astor,” came Magnum’s rough, no-nonsense voice at the other end.
“Hello. Didn’t expect to see you.”
“Robin is on her way to Langrenus to the new headquarters. Her comlink system is having 

technical trouble so she instructed me to contact you. I assume she has already contacted you by mail?”



“She has.”
“After your holiday is done when can we expect to see you in person at headquarters? You are the 

first and foremost U-net agent. It is important for you to be present at some point,” Magnum 
admonished. I felt as if I were being disciplined. I opened my mouth to say something but at first 
nothing came out. He was right. I was the first agent. I needed to be there.

“At the least, probably in about four weeks.”
“That’s better than nothing. Let me debrief you on what’s happened so far. We’ve received 

unsubstantiated reports about a threat growing near the perimeter of the solar system from the loyalists,
near the outer planets. Somewhere possibly near Saturn but information at this time is not solid. If you 
can get any information while you are on Venus please inform us immediately. Also, The Boss has 
finished her main experiments on the creature we captured near the Hussa mine and she is now in the 
process of building a new and powerful weapon using the DNA of this alien being.” I was stunned to 
hear it. I shouldn’t have been, but I was. This was a dangerous slope in my opinion. But if we had this 
at our disposal, what else might we do? Why not use it? We faced extinction. I still didn’t like it.

This brought back the unpleasant memory of my own forced experimentation. Soon it would be 
time to face that issue. To find out what was happening to me. I was changing. Subtle changes, not 
physical ones either, at least not yet. But I wasn’t the same man I was back then. Thanks to Dr. Dorn 
and his evil, illegal experiments with the fiorjah alien.

“Mr. Astor, are you still there?”
“Oh, uh, yes. Sorry about that, Magnum. I was just thinking of something.”
“I see. I thought the holo-screen was frozen.” No, just my brain. “Is this hesitation something that 

has to do with Ms. Vartan’s new weaponized DNA project?”
“And of the creature we have in captivity? Yeah. I don’t like it.” Very perceptive for a mech. But 

then, Magnum was something else entirely. Like Will. Almost alive in a way that I couldn’t quite 
explain.

“Well. . .,” he seemed to pause before finishing and it surprised me that I was now referring to 
Magnum as he. When did that happen? Interesting times. “Try to think of that creature the way it thinks
about you. Something useful to use and then discard. Because that is what it would have done to the 
human race had it ever gotten its way. You are saving your people from unwanted and undeserved 
destruction from dangerous enemies. This creature, which sought to use your DNA is only reaping 
what it has sown, so to speak. Think no more of it and focus on the task of saving your own. And your 
family.”

He was right. And yet, still, a slippery slope was dangerous to tread. Such an outlook could turn 
any decent man into a monster. I was out here fighting the monsters in the dark. I didn’t want to turn 
into one of them. 

But I had my family and my love for them that saved me, reined me in from such a callous 
ideology taking over. Diamond had his older brother, with whom lately he had started speaking to 
again. Who did Robin have? Or Ellen?

“So is this weapon going to actually be a living being?”
“That, I do not know yet. But even if it is sentient hard choices must be made, Mr. Astor. I am sure

you’ve made many already when it comes to life and death. It must be done in all arenas of life. The 
future that we face requires it. Either choose the rights of those who would destroy you and take away 
your right to exist, or choose your own survival. This weapon will be unique, the only one of its kind, 
and it will be powerful. Most importantly, this weapon is necessary.”

“Right.” And I’m just a cog doing what I’m told. Again. Oh well. Moping time was over. 
All kinds of dark and disturbing thoughts came with that word captivity. It wasn’t right but we had

a right to survive and on our own terms. 
“Magnum, tell me more about the plans to build this weapon.”



“Concrete knowledge is still limited. We are in the preliminary stages of building it but I will do 
my best. What do you wish to know?”
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I woke up again with sweat pouring off me. I lay back down in bed. Pam was sleeping soundly 

next to me. Something had changed again within me. I had these strange night dreams. When I opened 
my eyes at times I saw a halo of blurry light; dots and shapes that dashed to and fro in front of my eyes.
At first I’d thought that my retina was detached. But it only happened at night and I came to believe 
that it was all part of whatever transformation was taking place because of the experiment. It started in 
me a growing concern at what I might become. There was a benefit. I could sense when alien beings 
were near. But there was the unknown that seemed to be taking shape now. And as far as aliens, I 
sensed none on the ship.

Instead of frightening and needlessly stressing out my wife by mentioning this I decided to check 
my mail again. 

I had no new messages yet for the day from Robin, Magnum or Diamond. I was sure that would 
change later in the day. The halo glow in my left eye suddenly rose up and then lowered and 
disappeared. And a memory came to me. I looked up Peter’s name and number again and sent him a 
message. He had never answered my previous message weeks ago. I worried that perhaps he was in 
some kind of trouble or that something was wrong. I hoped the kid was okay.

After that I went to the living room. All was quiet on the home front. The kids were still asleep. 
Mary was holding her bear beside her. As I watched them I wondered with all the craziness in the 
universe whether I could really do what I set out to do; save the world. Whether the world they would 
find was as bounteous and good as mine or whether it would be destroyed. I wondered if I would be 
forever changed and unable to be with them any longer one day. I had the fight of my life on my hands. 
All humans did. I owed it to them to fight until my dying breath. I just hoped it wouldn’t end in 
darkness. I wandered back to the living room quarter and gazed out of the wide viewport. The sun 
seemed a beacon burst of bright, dazzling white and yellow light. The rest was only the blackness of 
space. 

. . .

Arriving at Vepaja was a journey in itself. Everyone on board, all two thousand five hundred 
tourists and the crew, were required to stay in their cabins as the ship’s pressure levels adjusted for 
entering the planet. Jonah was busy reading aloud a book on the planet Venus and its true character.

“Venus’s lovely atmosphere is made of thick, yellow clouds of sulphur -  poisonous fumes to be 
sure - carbon dioxide and deadly metal rain,” he said with great relish. “Sulphuric acid and pressures 
strong enough to choke and then flatten us all like badly made pancakes!”

“How lovely,” said Pam absently checking something on her data pad. Jonah went on, pulling up 
more planetary images on his tablet. This time he manipulated them to be larger to gaze at them in 3D. 
The small whirling images of Venus came spinning up in the air right above his datapad and as he 
moved further into the image it revealed the planet’s corroded surface beneath its atmosphere. Furious, 
fiery storms, volcanic activity and silvery rain came down on the hologram surface.

“It vomits its surface inside out every few eons. But the most interesting thing about Venus is that 
it rains heavy metal and it snows metal too,” he 

“Fascinating,” I said. “Don’t scare your sister.” He shot a mischievous glance at Mary, who for 
once, seemed unperturbed by his attempt. She was blithely ignoring him, engrossed in a book about 
cats.



The extremely advanced bio-sphere system set in place here for Vepaja and for the newer capital 
city still in construction everything would look and feel nearly like Earth’s atmosphere. The 
temperatures rose as the ship entered Venus’s suffocating yellowish clouds. There was some turbulence.

“It’s too hot in here,” muttered Mary.
“I know, Mary. It’ll pass, sweetie,” said Pam. It was getting uncomfortably hot. I felt trickles of 

sweat slide down my temples and chest. Mary was getting flushed. She picked her bear and hugged it.
“You feeling alright, Jonah?” I asked.
“Yup! Bart from math class told me this would happen. There’s nothing to fear. Besides, it’s not 

like everything was made by Whitney Corp! We’d all be dead by now if that were the case.” I smiled 
proudly at my son. He already understood the importance of company loyalty. And quality!

“Your company, Vartan Inc made a lot of materials for the city and ships too, right?” I nodded.
“We did.” Although I wasn’t so sure we had any contracts with the Star Goddess line.
All of a sudden the temperatures became almost unbearably hot, nearly one hundred ten degrees 

inside the ship.
“Oh my God! This is terrible!” Pam began fanning herself. It felt as if we’d been dropped in the 

middle of Las Vegas.
“What’s going on?” I went to the computer to check something. Employees with the right 

clearances could always do a quick search for most companies from Vartan Inc.’s database to view 
contracts. I hoped to high hell Vartan didn’t work on ship materials so shoddy that they couldn’t 
withstand extremely high temperatures. That was not possible. I could not believe this was the work of 
my company.

And it wasn’t. Well, well, well. I was dismayed but not surprised at all. And which corporation was
involved in shipping the materials to be built for the Silver Goddess? Whitney Corp.! Better known as 
Shoddy Works ‘R’ Us, at Vartan Inc.

Inside the bio-dome was a verdant, rich green world where humans could play and enjoy 
themselves. A paradise under killer skies, hidden away where we couldn’t glimpse its deadliness. The 
Virtual Voice came on throughout the ship’s speaker system.

“Please stay in your cabins until the captain directs you to de-board. Be aware that pressure 
changes in the ship may cause objects in cabin to float or become pinned to surfaces. Please station 
yourselves and any children, pets or service animals in the ship operated pressure chamber tanks 
located either in the dining room of your luxury suite or located in the bedrooms in all other cabins and 
staterooms until the captain has notified passengers that the ship has landed.” 

“Okay kids. Up and at’ em!” The kids immediately went into the tanks and Pam strapped them 
down inside. Then she climbed into the tank beside them and strapped herself in. I strapped myself 
inside the tank on the other side just as the tank shield lowered over me. Jonah was tapping on his 
shield and making funny faces. Mary giggled. We were all excited. This was going to be the family 
vacation we’d never forget!

The hot air was pressing down on me, making me feel as if I were deep under water. For a few 
seconds I thought perhaps I was suffocating and in front of my eyes I saw savage flashes of light, like a
force pressing me forward in time and space, coming unbidden and unfinished. Perhaps it was my 
imagination. After about twenty minutes I could feel the pressure drop dramatically. I sighed in relief. 
We were finally here. 

I heard a low siren go off through the ship as it passed through the bio-dome barrier and was 
allowed to land and dock. The captain’s voice came on through the ship intercom system, letting all on 
board know that it was finally safe to come out of the tanks. Pam had most of our things packed. As she
came out of her tank the front door to our cabin chimed. It was the housekeeping mech. It had the last 
of our clothes washed, dried and pressed. Pam deftly took them up and packed these away in the last 
chest. When I went on business trips I had learned to pack light but when I had the wife and kids, 
packing light simply wasn’t going to happen. Pam packed for every worst scenario she could think of 



and could manage to neatly and efficiently put away in our luggage and chests just about half of the 
clothes the Astor family owned. It usually drove me nuts but this time for some reason it just gave me a
feeling of security; that the children and I were well cared for. Still, it was so much stuff!

One of the mechs brought around a large luggage hover flatbed and lugged luggage on top, three 
chests and two large suit cases, and we finally filed out the door and toward the exit where we merged 
into a stream of passengers along with us in the halls, eventually into a larger stream of passengers and 
this turning into a river of passengers de-boarding at the main deck. Hover luggage carriers and 
luggage flatbeds hummed along with the talking, laughter and excited tourists coming to Vepaja for the 
first time. 

When we got inside the space port I hailed a hover cab. It took a little while as the small space 
port was packed. Pam hailed a carrier-labor mech over and it hauled our stuff inside with the help of 
the cab driver. He stared at me for a few moments in surprise and then shrugged, continuing on with the
luggage. I looked around, wondering.

“Is something wrong?” The cabbie shook his head.
“Nah. Just for a moment I thought I knew you or somethin’.” Pam was struggling with a large 

carry-on bag. “You need some help with that, ma’am?” he asked.
“Don’t worry, I’ve got it,” I said and reached for the bag.
“Thanks, honey,” she said.
“Are you sure you brought enough stuff, Pam?” I said. Pam shot me a warning look. “I’m just 

hoping we don’t end up losing anything or leaving anything behind. Like on the ship.”
“I’m sure I didn’t leave anything behind, Bob.”
“Mom I’m hungry and I just saw an advert for-”
“-the seven layer sandwich?” finished Pam. Jonah nodded, grinning.
“Jonah, half of the things we give you, you won’t eat. You know you’re not going to eat that 

sandwich.”
“Yes I will, mom!” I looked around and saw the advert streaming out on a long screen, a brilliant 

and delectable looking holo-video across the top of the space port building as the cabbie prepared to lift
off and enter air trafficl. It was seven layers of delicious, luscious goodness: avocado, tomato, pork 
belly slices with the cracklins’, lettuce, melted wasabi cheddar, and grilled spring onions splayed out 
the sides between two potato sourdough slices spread with a special plum barbecue sauce and stone 
ground mustard. A man would have to unhook his jaw to eat that. What a beauty! It looked like the 
perfect meal with a side of chips and a beer. I grinned at Jonah.

“It does look good, doesn’t it? Tell you what, when we get to our hotel and unpack everything let’s
go find out where we can get that sandwich. We’ll split one.” Jonah’s smile lit up his face. “And I say 
our first stop on the itinerary for today is. . .” I said with dramatic flair, “the super circus!”

“Yay!!” My kids shouted. The cabbie chuckled. Pam just smiled gently but her eyes were lit up 
with excitement too. It would give us a chance to visit the Grand Pyramid Hotel.

From our view flying through Vepaja, the city was a graceful spread of gleaming walkways, 
obelisk towers, pyramid and temple-like buildings overlayed with gold or bronze interspersed with 
large manicured paths of tropical flowers and plants with the city surrounded all along its perimeter by 
dense jungle, so impossibly green it seemed an emerald studded fantasy. Above us was the pale yellow 
sky, the sun a blot of white shining like a bright jewel. The biosphere that ran the artificial climate and 
weather patterns for the city was more advanced and powerful than any made before it. Technology 
really was wonderful.

An endless garden, Vepaja seemed. And surrounding Vepaja for miles and miles outside the city 
perimeter was dense, lush jungle. Tropical flowers of all kinds bloomed everywhere.

Nearing the city center, out of a green carpet of palms and other tropical trees a large park 
surrounded by upper and lower walkways was a golden and crystal pyramid, the Grand Pyramid Hotel, 
shining bright like freshly polished crystal. Cutting through the center of the city was an engineered 



river of aquamarine colored water bridged by a beautiful Silver Bridge, made of steel and stone and 
embellished with silver and copper plated bricks, and off in the far distance was a white and silver sand
beach and a small sea to the west. I felt myself decompressing physically and mentally. Pam’s eyes 
danced with excitement. When she was happy, I was happy. Her face lit up with an incandescence I 
hadn’t seen in a long time. My kids? That was a foregone conclusion. They’d been itching to get on 
with this trip since they first stepped onto the space ship. Yeah, this trip was a very good idea.

The outer realms of the city just beyond for miles around was surrounded by jungle but beyond 
that, in the far, far distance the land seemed to disappear into a yellow and gray horizon of sulphuric 
mists with the hint of the metal snow-capped mountain range far into the west beyond the bio-dome. 
The Akna Montes.

Vepaja and the neighboring future capital city currently being erected, Cythera, was located on one
of Venus’s two main highland regions, or continents, the Ishtar Terra. I thought of the hellish, killer 
wasteland that surrounded the place, the harsh mistress Venus really was. I wondered if I was only 
imagining seeing it or if it were simply my mind’s eye informing me of what was real out there.

Before the cabbie started to climb down I thought I’d glimpsed the faint lens flare of the bio-dome
of the second shield and the capital city being constructed, right now, merely a glimmer in the eye.

“Ooh, look daddy! What’s that?” Mary pointed at the great gold and crystal pyramid.
“That’s where the super circus is, Marybear.”
”Really? Is it a side show circus or a real circus?” she asked. 
“I didn’t check. I’m pretty sure it isn’t a side show circus. I think it’s more like balletic dance and 

acrobatics.”
“It’s an expansion of Circe du Soleil and New Cavalia. I looked it up. Although it would be 

interesting to see some side show freaks in the performance,” said Jonah proudly. I pointed at Jonah.
“See, Mary, there you go.” Mary looked very disappointed.
“Aw, poor little baby doesn’t get to see any freaks,” teased Jonah.
“Be quiet!” snapped Mary. “I wasn’t talking to you!” 
“You guys, stop it. Don’t even get started,” said Pam.
We finally landed right in the parking facility near our hotel, a large ziggurat temple building in 

Ancient Babylonish style, The Queen of the Night. We passed under a grand replica of the Ishtar Gate. 
The walkway to the doors were lined with tall, graceful palm trees. The lobby was palatial and crowded
as we checked in. I had to grab Mary’s hand to keep her from getting lost. Standing in line I saw a 
glimpse of the hotel’s claim to fame, it’s fabulous hanging gardens, a replica of the fabled Hanging 
Gardens built by King Nebuchadnezzar for his Median queen. One of the seven ancient Wonders of the 
World. It was a dazzling experience even to glimpse it. We would have to go promenading through 
there before our vacation was over.

A courtesy mech was assigned to us to show us to our rooms. A very shapely, anatomically correct
female looking mech. 

One of the new mechs I suppose, I thought. Pam scowled as the mech swayed its hips slowly, 
leading us through the lift and to the ninth flour.  

“Your room is right this way, sir and madam,” it said in a soft, lilting feminine voice. Pam’s frown 
further twisted itself into an expression of disgust.

“I hope you enjoy your stay at The Queen of Night Hotel, Mr. and Mrs. Astor. I will be your 
personal courtesy guide for your stay here. Should you need anything please use the hotel comlink 
system or your own comlink device and call for Delilah. That would be me. What do you need? I can 
replace your regular labor mech for just about anything you need. I am also a trained masseuse and-”

“That will be all, Delilah,” said Pam curtly. 
“Very well then. Just remember to call me if you need anything for your stay or a tour guide for 

the city.” Pam’s eyes were on fire and not in a good way. Delilah turned and swayed seductively down 
the hall.



“Call for Delilah!” Pam voiced sarcastically. I smirked at her annoyance. Honestly, I had no idea 
this would happen.

“It’s just a mech, Pam.”
“Since when do you like mechs enough to say something like that?” 
“I don’t. But I like Will. He’s like a friend. Almost family.”
“Will is different. And he doesn’t sway his hips as if he were giving someone a lap dance.”
“What’s a lap dance?” asked Jonah.
“Never mind!” we both snapped.
As soon as the doors slid open to our three bedroom suite the kids barreled in to pick their rooms.
“Just remember, the biggest room is for mom and dad!” I reminded them. The labor mech set the 

hover carrier down and unloaded the luggage.
“Will you be needing any more assistance?” grunted the mech. Which surprised us both because 

labor mechs didn’t talk. The ones that I was familiar with didn’t have voice boxes.
“No,” we both said. The labor mech silently left.
“Bob, this is ridiculous! I never thought that I‘d be face to face with such a thing! I’d heard about 

such mechs but didn’t expect to see them on the market so soon.”
“Neither did I.”
“Make sure any courtesy mech that comes to our suite is a regular, standard, mechanical looking 

mech. No big-breasted, half-naked, half-witted acting female mechs.” I grinned again.
“What?”
“Would you prefer an Adonis model mech instead? I saw a few of those in the lobby as well.”
“No! Bob, this is not funny! It’s an outrage!” Pam’s cheeks flushed deep pink. She was so pretty 

when she was upset sometimes.
“Alright, alright. I’m just kidding anyway.” Personally, I wasn’t a fan of these new-fangled mechs 

either. I wasn’t a fan of mechs, period. Call me a card carrying member of the Luddite brigade (I’m not 
really a huge fan of them either) but they were poised one day to replace all humans in any sort of 
meaningful, fulfilling and good paying work with the way things kept going in about one hundred 
years. If they were going to be built they should be more advanced, like androids. Like Will.

But then, I suppose that would make them an even greater threat.
Vartan Inc. was only one of the companies building them to look this way; that perfect physical 

specimen look, specifically for the cities of Vepaja and Cythera. Personally, I thought it was ridiculous.
“I’ll be sure to let them know down at the front desk.”
“Thank you.” Pam got to work unpacking and putting things away while I checked my messages 

on the suite’s computer. 
“Pam,” I asked.
“Yes?” she called from the master bedroom.
“Since when did labor mechs have the ability to speak?” There was a pause. Then I heard Jonah 

answer.
“A few of the new ones at school talk, sometimes.”
“Really?” answered Pam. “That’s progress, I guess.”
“Huh, interesting.” I pondered this for a few minutes, then went back to my work.
It was about four hours later when we were all rested from the trip, mostly unpacked and ready to 

take the kids to the circus when I heard a beep from my computer. The holo-screen jumped out and 
turned on. And I saw that I had a message from Diamond Dog. I decided to look up the message and 
read it from my pad. Opening the mail program from the data pad I opened the message. It didn’t look 
as if it were sent through U-net. Or from Diamond’s usual web addresses, though I surmised that at 
times he used hidden ip addresses and anonymous mail addresses. He must be in-transit somewhere 
again, I thought. He was always on the move. I opened it:



Bob,

I know this seems like the last minute. But I need to meet with you over a special job. Meet me at  
Cythera’s Star, it’s a bar near a vacation resort station in orbit around Venus. It’s very important. Meet 
me there this Thursday at noon. Shouldn’t take you long to get there from your hotel.

- D

A job? Huh? I’m not a smuggler. I go on missions, not jobs. To me there was a difference.
Why didn’t he just call and leave a voice message? Besides, I thought he was on his way to 

Langrenus? But Diamond never did stay in place for too long. It wasn’t like him. Still, I was on a long, 
promised vacation with my family and spending some badly needed time with them. I resented any 
interruptions. Very soon things were going to go to hell and I wanted to spend what time I had left with 
them. I’d meet him later or talk to him later about it. I turned it off and left with my family.



3
As cities go, Vepaja wasn’t particularly large. It was roughly one hundred fifty square miles and 

the advanced bio-dome made the sky shift from a clear, pale yellow to a greenish yellow depending on 
the slight weather fluctuations of the engineered climate system. And all this from a bird’s eye view 
while riding in a tram. Near the center the pyramid hotel was a very tall obelisk of gold and black, 
standing as a landmark and a quickly recognizable iconic symbol of the city. Vepaja: Gateway of the 
New and the Ancient. The city was like a jewel encased in jungle. The air was fragrant with delicate 
hothouse tropical flowers planted everywhere. Beyond its borders in the “wild” out there was a park 
reserve and the Eyraud Beach Camp grounds that edged the single, jade colored, Venusian sea.

Having seen the circus show Moulin Rouge Extravaganza two days before, I found out at the hotel
theater lobby that there was a Green circus show and a Yellow circus show which told different stories, 
and both which were dazzling storytelling, acrobatic and dancing extravaganzas. We’d already seen the 
Green one the day after we saw the Moulin Rouge. One memorable scene were the fabulous creatures. 
It started off as a shadow puppet show. Then these morphed into what appeared to be real animals. The 
first animals to come out were what the circus master called gorillalions! Fierce and mighty from afar 
eventually they were revealed to be a clever and beautiful puppetry trick as acrobats climbed out of 
their magnificently colored jeweled and paper suits. I could feel the pulse of my son’s excitement, even
above the crowd’s. 

I was determined to take the kids to the Yellow show later in the week.
Today Jonah and I were on our way to this reserve to see wild animals. Mostly ligers and tygons, 

wildcats, silver back gorillas and other wild animals, and who knew what else.
The tram had finally arrived at the Vepaja Jungle Reserve terminal. Pam and Mary were out on a 

shopping adventure.
We made our way out with the hundreds of other people milling off the reserve tram and my son 

and I zipped past the ticket counter. The line at the booths were impossibly long, snaking down past the
tram. I don’t know why so many people refuse to purchase tickets to these kinds of things beforehand. 
They just end up looking like suckers. Really.

We were shown to our private reserve hover car and our personal guide was already there to greet 
us. He was holding up our names on a large data pad.

“G’day, mates!” he greeted us. “I’m Steve.”
“Hi Steve. I’m Bob and this is my son, Jonah.”
“Good to meet ya.” He steered us into the car. I noticed there were several rifles mounted at the 

roof inside. Steve turned, giving me a doubletake and gave me a quizzical look. I widened my eyes in 
question but said nothing. Jonah took out his reserve guide.

“You guys say that you have lizard lions here? And what about other large lizards?”
“Indeed we do, Jonah. What’s your favorite dinosaur?” asked Steve.
“T-Rex, of course.”
“Aw, we don’t have a T-Rex here. But we do have have other lizards. Not quite as impressive as 

the Triassic or Jurassic dinos. I think you’ll like them.”
“Predators?” asked Jonah.
“Sure!” said Steve. “We’ve got all kinds of magnificent animals roaming around here in the 

jungles. Predators and non-predators. We’re expanding the jungles as well.”
“How much have you expanded?”



“About four hundred square kilometers so far. The rain forest around Cythera is larger and more 
impressive than this one. We hope to cover the entire surface of Venus with rainforests and savannahs 
one day. In about twenty years we hope to accomplish it. Hopefully Venus will be a near self-sustaining
planet like Earth – with a little help from this new, advanced expanding bio-dome we have.”

“Impressive. Maybe one day the bio-dome won’t be needed.”
“One day,” he said. 
If we have that kind of time.
We set off through the jungle on a wide path that slowly seemed to disappear into the massive 

tangle of jungle, hovering close to the ground.
“So what kinds of animals inhabit this region?” I asked.
“We have the big cats of course, everyone wants to see them, but we also have some smaller wild 

cats, warthogs, wildebeests, crocodiles, lots of tropical birds and insects and a new animal that was 
engineered interestingly enough, on Mars. We call it the lizard lion. It’s really an aquilops. Engineered 
to be larger than its ancient predecessor.” I frowned. Engineering dinosaurs? Out here?

“Um, how long ago did you guys get these lizard lions from Mars?”
“Oh, it was years ago. About a decade ago.”
“Was it from the Triskelion Research Center?” Steve looked surprised.
“How did you know?”
“Oh, just a guess. I travel a lot for my company and I’d heard about the place in passing 

conversation.”
“You know, you do look familiar, like I’ve seen you somewhere before.”
“Um, well,” I was sure I’d never met Steve in my life. “I do a fair bit of traveling. Maybe you’ve 

seen me. . .in transit somewhere?”
“Yeah, maybe that’s it. So, you’ve been to Triskelion, then?” I nodded, wishing I hadn’t blurted 

that out and was now wondering where this was leading to.
“Brilliant! Perhaps you’ve heard of Dr. Lafayette?” My smile was tight-lipped. I felt my nether 

regions clench reflexively.
“Right. Unfortunately, I heard he passed away.”
“Ah, yes. I’d heard that too. Seemed like it was under mysterious circumstances. Did you hear 

anything specific about it?” 
“Sadly, no.” 
Even though my son seemed to be studying his park guide I could tell he was listening intently to 

the conversation.
“What a shame. We received some of our more interesting specimens from that lab under his 

direction. Including our most recent specimen, a baby gorillalion. She won’t be ready to be released 
into the wild for another few years yet. What a shame.” Specimens! Gorillalion?!? 

I said nothing.
“So an aquilops, that’s a dinosaur, isn’t it? How in the world did you guys engineer that?” Jonah 

came in right on time, ending that uncomfortable conversation.
“It’s a relatively small one, yes, Jonah. Not the actual bog lizards people think of on Earth.”
“Well, that’s a relief.”
“Big dinosaurs would be awesome though,” said Jonah. I mussed his hair.
“I’m sure they would, as long as they aren’t hungry meat-eaters.”
“Now you gentlemen don’t want to do any hunting for this trip, do you?”
“No, not today,” I said quickly. “Just riding through and seeing the sights.”
“Aww!” said Jonah. “I wanted to bring back a bird! You said we could go hunting, dad!”
“We have some time later, son. Plenty of time.” A flock of rainbow colored parrots burst through a

canopy of jade-hued tree tops. 
“What kind of birds are those?” asked Jonah.



“Rainbow lories. They are thriving here on Venus. Gorgeous little birds, aren’t they?” They were 
indeed. It was a flock of flowing, moving color; arrows of color in green, purple, red and blue and 
white. Another wild bird called out from the distance. Insects chirped around us. 

We approached a lake after a few minutes of Steve guiding us through the dense brush and 
explaining what some of the plants were named and their function. Every plant here had a reason for 
being here, helping to nourish and build the soil and earth of this place. It would be amazing if they 
could really do the impossible one day, turn Venus into a self-sustaining, life-giving planet. Some of the
plants had leaves as big and wide as a man and on the underside filled with insects that scattered as he 
gingerly turned them over. Jonah was fascinated with them. For me, the insects? Not so much.

By the lake we saw a jaguar slaking its thirst and upon seeing us it bared its teeth silently and 
slipped away back into the jungle. Following along the lake we eventually came to a small river that 
looked more like a wide stream where we saw a group of hippos drinking water and bathing. One of 
them yawned widely. And then nudged her baby along into the river with her. They nearly disappeared 
except for the top of the mother hippo’s head and ears. The little one paddled beside her and then 
whirled around her. Steve told us the names of the entire herd of hippos.

About an hour into our trip we came to a raised walkway behind an electric fenced area to a large, 
wooden, two-story canvas structure reminiscent of the Frank Lloyd Wright Home and Studio, except it 
was built out of bamboo, timber and weathered canvas. People were standing around outside, some 
were going in, some were coming out.

“This here is the Vepaja Reserve Teaching Center. If you ever change your mind about going 
hunting remember they will let you know here which game are okay to hunt and which animals are off 
limits. Hunting parties leave here around nine on Friday mornings, once a month during the fall 
season.”

“Thanks,” I said quietly.
“Sure! The teaching center is where you can get an up close look at some of our animals here, like 

the silver back gorillas and the wildcats. A few of the more cooperative animals here work with the 
animal trainers, like Kaina the panther.” I looked at Jonah.

“Want to go see?”
“Yeah!”
“Okay. Hold on while we go down,” said Steve. I looked at a trail with a sign that said: “Moonless

Trail” that wound down far off into the distance.
“That trail. Where does it lead?”
“That’s a game trail. From time to time you’ll find carnivores that hunt it. It eventually leads to the

south, nearly all the way to Cythera.”
“I see.” I studied it on my guide map as we got out to go and see some demonstrations with a 

jaguar by one of the animal trainers.
“Can we a least get a huge fish before we leave? I’ve been practicing, dad. You know, practicing 

my fish hook skills and shooting skills.”
“I don’t see why not. Sounds like a good idea to me. What kind of fish are here?”
“Piranha, barracuda, flounder, angler fish, sturgeon, stingray and coelecanths, crocodiles and 

hagfish or slime eels, and leedsichtys.”
“Which one can I go for?” Steve held up his hands.
“Well, mate, it all depends on which one will impress your friends the most.” Jonah’s expression 

turned mischievous.
“A prehistoric fish would be cool.”
“I can set up a trip for you to do that with your dad’s permission.” I nodded.
“Catch and release or catch and eat?”



“Only catch and release for now. Especially with the prehistoric animals. Because of genetic 
engineering the fish are plentiful here and there are plans to engineer more species to produce more but 
we want to keep it that way.”

We entered to the learning center, passing by a small souvenir shop on the way up the steps. Steve 
stopped to talk with a female employee while Jonah and I followed a small crowd of people to the main
auditorium, a semi-outdoor place that reminded me of the Triskelion gymnasium. I had to breathe 
slowly and count to twenty to calm myself. 

“Are you okay, dad?” asked Jonah which surprised me. I couldn’t let my son see me so out of sorts
over this. Calm down, Bob. You’re panicking over nothing.

“I’m alright, son. It’s just that all this activity is making your old dad a little tired.” Jonah gave me 
a suspicious look.

“Did that man on Mars hunt you down like an animal?” he inquired suddenly, which gave me a 
start.

“What?”
“Mom told me about the bad things that happened to you on Mars the last time you were there. 

She told me a few weeks ago. I’m sorry that awful stuff happened to you, dad.” I was shocked. And 
touched.

“Some bad things happened there, yeah. But I survived it. He did some really bad things to me and
to a lot of other people and animals. But I escaped. Don’t you let that change what you want to do in 
life. Don’t let fear stop you.”

“You don’t have to worry. I won’t. And we don’t have to shoot anything. Right now I just want to 
see the demonstration of the jaguar eating and hunting.” I smiled. I think I felt tears welling up. I fought
them down quickly. I didn’t want to get all teary-eyed in front of my son.

“Go on and get our seats. Get some good ones near the front!” He ran to find us seats while I went
to find the restroom. My com-link device pinged. I looked at it. A message streamed through: 

What happened? Meet me at Cythera’s Star! Urgent! I have something important for you and your
boss for a brand new weapon! Urgent! Your wife and kids may be in danger if you ignore this message 
again! Please read attachment!

-D

There were directions to a house where I was suppose to pick up a ship hidden out in the jungle 
beyond the city limit. My heart started to thud loudly and I felt sparks of electricity course briefly 
through me. It was Diamond again. I frowned. The hairs on my neck prickled. 

Diamond didn’t communicate like that. This wasn’t him. Whoever it was, they knew enough about
me to make me worried. And the threat to my family was unconscionable. It would not be endured. 
What on Earth was this about? I felt the hard pit in my stomach grow, fueling tiny coals of anger there. 
What was so urgent? What did Ellen need from this person? I knew one thing. I didn’t need them at all 
but they definitely needed me. 

I felt something cave in my left hand and saw that I had been holding the restroom door stall too 
tightly and a chunk of wood had come off in my hand, drawing blood. I hurled the bit of wood to the 
ground.

When Jonah and I got back to the hotel I was going to heighten security around my family, find 
out who this bastard was, and when I did they had better have a damned good explanation for this 
message.


